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**DEVELOPMENTS**

*News and trends that occurred or were noted since Charleston Conference 2011.*
2013

JAMA Network Journals: New Names for the Archives Journals
http://tinyurl.com/7x5xz8o
Effective January 1, all Archives journals will be renamed. The new names will be JAMA Dermatology, JAMA Facial Plastic Surgery, JAMA Internal Medicine...

Terms for Licenses Change for Current Protocols
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/browse/publications?type=labprotocols
The model will change to a subscription-based one like, i.e., perpetual access for licensed CP won’t be provided any more. At the same time, the prices will remain the same... will increase as usual in this business. 9-14-2012 in MEDLIB-L, posted from Austria (excerpt)

Wiley POD Solution for Online Only Journals Through the Sheridan Press
http://dmmsclick.wiley.com/view.asp?m=ib5oz29yx73onqha9hdq&u=13144470&f=h
In Jan. 2013, 145 Wiley's online only journal titles available as high quality Print on Demand (POD) copies, delivered through Sheridan’s production system.

Springer Acquired Marketing & Publishing Services Division from Wolters Kluwer
Included Adis portfolio of 24 journals and newsletters. (on Springer pricelist for 2013)

NOVEMBER 2012

HighWire and Rievent Team Up to Deliver Enhanced CME/CE Product
...partnership to deliver an enhanced Continuing Education product for publishers and societies for accredited activities.
The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (ASBMB) Announces the Launch of 21 JBC Affinity Sites: www.jbc.org/site/affinitysites
(Journal became online-only in 2012). Pull together related content into a series of specialty satellite sites.

Books at JSTOR Live in November 2012
> 14,000 scholarly monographs from leading academic presses, fully integrated with the > 1,600 current and archival journals on JSTOR, including links to/from book reviews. http://books.jstor.org.

OCTOBER 2012
JMLA Journal of the Medical Library Association
Centennial Celebration Issue / edited by T. Scott Plutchak
Commemorative Supplement to Number 4, October 2012
Will be posted in PubMed Central:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/93/

NLM Announces New & Redesigned Web Sites for History of Medicine Division

Article Level Metrics on nature.com
http://www.nature.com/press_releases/article-metrics.html
Available on 20 journals. Users can view an article’s citation data, page views, news mentions, blog posts and social shares including Facebook and Twitter. Available on research articles published since 2011 and OA to all.

Thomson Reuters Launches Data Citation Index for Discovering Global Data Sets
http://thomsonreuters.com/content/press_room/science/730914
...a research resource within the Web of Knowledge™ to facilitate the discovery, use and attribution of data sets and data studies that also link to peer-reviewed literature...”
Elsevier Collaborates with the Office of Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI) at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to Increase Access to and Visibility of Research


Incorporated 300,000 full-text technical reports from the OSTI into its free scientific search tools, SciVerse Hub and Scirus.

Credo Reference New Collection in Nursing & Allied Health (F.A. Davis)
34 titles & a range of Nursing specialties.
Also: The Focus Medica Health Animation Collection: content from 17 major multi-media reference works


Researchers in the Lab, Ready for their Close-Up [JoVE]
The world’s first video science journal aims to stop a major research problem: failure to reproduce experimental results / Josh Fischman, The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 29, 2012

http://chronicle.com/article/Researchers-in-the-Lab-Ready/135412/?key=Gm4ncLM4ZHVNN3xrYWtCYTZTP3NrZE93MXBIPioqbl5TFw%3D%3D

&

JoVE Celebrates its 2000th Article

Academic Publishing Giant Springer for Sale
http://news.sky.com/story/995576/academic-publishing-giant-springer-for-sale

SEPTEMBER 2012
Recommendations to Make Research Freely Available to All Online
http://www.arl.org/sparc/media/BOAI-Releases-Recommendations.shtml
Result of a meeting hosted by the Open Society Foundations, on the 10th anniversary of BOAI which first defined open access.

Elsevier: Core Measures in Mosby’s Nursing Consult
Core Measures is in addition to content already. Provides nurses with resources to preserve patient safety and implement quality improvement measures.

The Quality, Breadth, and Timeliness of Content Updating Vary Substantially for 10 Online Medical Texts: an Analytic Survey
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the quality of evidence reporting, breadth of coverage, and timeliness of content updating of 10 selected online medical texts.(Clinical Evidence, PEPID, UpToDate, Clinical Evidence, DynaMed, First Consult)

PLoS Global Participation Initiative
http://www.plos.org/about/viewpoints/global-participation-initiative/
...aims to encourage submissions from researchers around the world who may previously have been prevented or limited in their ability to publish in open-access journals.

Springer Open Book
http://www.springer.com/about+springer/media/pressreleases?SGWID=0-11002-6-1387743-0
AUGUST 2012

JoVE Establishes its First Librarian Advisory Board

Ovid Releases OvidOpenAccess
Free via OvidSP’s Basic Search screen only. Results displayed alongside regular OvidSP results.
http://site.ovid.com/site/pdf/ooa/OpenAccess_fs_0712_FINAL.pdf

Databib, a Registry that Identifies & Locates Online Repositories of Research Data
http://databib.org
Development initially supported by a Sparks! Innovation National Leadership Grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services, Purdue University Libraries, and Penn State University Libraries.

JULY 2012

GigaScience: New Peer-Reviewed OA Data Journal
http://www.gigasciencejournal.com/
Aims to revolutionize data dissemination, organization, understanding & use.

Altmetrics Trying to Fill the Gap

PLoS: 50,000th Research Article Recently Published
http://www.infodocket.com/2012/07/10/open-access-milestones-public-library-of-science-plos-publishes-its-50000th-research-articles/

Enhanced Transfer Alerting Service (ETAS)
http://www.uksg.org/news/etas
Rapid alerting service that will allow publishers involved in a journal transfer to notify the various (36 currently endorsing publishers).

Launch of JoVE Applied Physics
http://blog.jove.com/2012/07/05/july-this-month-in-jove-applied-physics-hearts-and-spider-silk
&

JoVE Delivers Links to the Journal of General Physiology
http://blog.jove.com/2012/07

MAY 2012

Doody Enterprises, Inc.: Precision Search, New Search Tool for Medline®
http://www.doody.com/dct/PublicFeaturedArticle.asp?SiteConten tID=81
Part of the MedInfoNow. Search engine allows patrons to search the last 3 years of articles added to the Medline® database.

Nature Education
http://www.nature.com/nature_education
Educational division of NPG. Broad suite of innovative educational resources to contribute to the world of science.

JAMA Network on Silverchair’s SCM6 Platform
http://www.silverchair.com/2012/05/14/the-jama-network-debuts-on-silverchairs-sc6-platform/index.html

ebrary Helps Medical Libraries Acquire E-books Strategically, Launches New Packs
http://www.ebrary.com/corp/news.jsp
New, discounted packs include e-books from: Informa Healthcare, F.A. Davis Company, and Oxford University Press, purchased under a perpetual...archive model.

CrossRef: FundRef Pilot to Standardize Funding Source Information for Scholarly Publications
More information is available at: http://www.crossref.org/fundref

Speed of Updating Online Evidence Based Point of Care Summaries: Prospective Cohort Analysis

APRIL 2012
NPG: Mobile Optimization & Linked Data Platform
http://data.nature.com
&
Societies Join NPG in Support for Creative Commons
http://www.nature.com/press_releases/societies_cc.html
49 journals now support Creative Commons (CC), annual donation.

FEBRUARY 2012

Book Citation Index
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/authored_newsitem.cws_home/companynews05_01915

JANUARY 2012

NPG Continues to Expand the OA Options it Offers
OA options for Genetics in Medicine and Pediatric Research as they transition to NPG; launch of 3 new fully OA titles...

NEJM 200th Anniversary
http://nejm200.nejm.org/
NEJM celebrates 200 years of publishing practice-changing medical advances.

DECEMBER 2011

Springer Acquired Marketing and Publishing Services Division from Wolters Kluwer
Included Adis portfolio of 24 journals and newsletters.
http://web.resourceshelf.com/go/resourceblog/65494

Wolters Kluwer Health Acquires Medknow Publications
www.wolterskluwerhealth.com/AboutUs/.../HistoryofInnovation.aspx

Global Open Access Portal (GOAP)
UNESCO; summarizes current status of open access to scientific information, especially from a regional and country-specific perspective...

Partnership: Faculty of 1000 (F1000) & DynaMed
https://dynamed.ebscohost.com/about/news/faculty-1000-and-dynamed%E2%84%A2-partner-identify-practice-changing-medical-research%E2%80%94making-evid